Quality for Living...Quality for Life™

HomeFurnitureComponents.com

Shown with patent-pending
CoilMax™ Technology

The best bedding comfort technology, now in a seat cushion
Dramatically less breakdown when
compared to coils alone

Leggett & Platt® Home Furniture Components presents the Serenity™ Seat Cushion System, a unique
design of quality comfort unlike any other furniture cushion fillers. The Serenity™ Seat Cushion
System is constructed of high-density, fortified tempered-steel springs encased in fabric. This
provides a long-lasting cushion with maximum comfort.
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To create Serenity™ coils, the specially designed springs are stressrelieved to improve resiliency and performance and extend furniture
life. As a result, Serenity™ provides up to 21% less breakdown from use
than traditional foam seat cushions. With fabric-encased coils and the
reduction of warranty-covered product replacements, Serenity™ is the
smart choice for seat and back cushions.*
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*Reduced warranty-covered product replacements when compared to
all-foam seat cushions.
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When compared to foam:*
• Up to 21% less seat cushion breakdown
with fabric-encased coil seat cushions over
the life of the product.

Durability and Support You Can Feel
Serenity™ features the same coil technology as our Softluxe™ Seat
Foundation System, utilizing fabric-encased coils in seat cushions
for an even higher level of comfort and support. Each coil flexes
independently and adjusts instantly to optimize body contouring
and support. The barrel-shaped coils offer initial luxurious softness,
followed by firmer support that responds to applied weight. The
design of our fabric-encased coils works to maintain structural
integrity while offering the highest support and comfort available.
Fabric-encased coil cushions are more resilient than foam, providing
as much lift force when load is removed as when load is applied.

• 16% less seat cushion breakdown with
fabric-encased coils during typical
warranty periods.
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Deliver customized comfort with the Serenity™ Seat Cushion System.
The coils in Serenity™ are precisely formed by computer control, then
pre-compressed and inserted into premium Quantum™ lightweight fabric
to create a soft, noise-reducing pocket around each individual coil. The
automated process offers a competitive edge with faster production time
and lower costs than traditional furniture cushion filling.
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